
Sound Waves

https://www.sciencefocus.com/science/where-do-sound-waves-end-up/



Question

What solid material lets sound through the best: Metal, 
Wood, Plastic or Cardboard?



Research

● Sound waves cannot travel through the vacuum of space
● To measure the volume of a sound we use decibels (dB)
● Sound waves travel through mediums

○ Mediums are solids, liquids and gases
○ Sound travels fastest through gases

● Sound waves that have a lot of waves are louder 
● Sound waves with less waves are quieter
● Sound waves compress and expand like a slinky

https://www.explainthatstuff.com/sound.html



Hypothesis

Cardboard will let sound through better than metal, wood and plastic because 
cardboard has less mass and is more flexible than the other materials.



Materials

Sound Box:

● Wood (2X4, 2X6), C-clamps, screws, rubber gasket material, school glue

Experiment Materials:

● Plastic, cardboard, metal, plywood sheet, microphone (iPhone), sound 
source (guitar tuner),

“dB Meter” app Guitar Tuner



Procedures

Variables

● Manipulated Variable: Sound barrier material (cardboard, wood, metal, 
plastic)

● Responding Variable: Sound level in decibels (dB)
● Controlled Variables: Sound Volume from microphone, sound frequency, 

sound box setup
To get accurate readings in decibels, I created a soundproof box that would not let any outside noise 
interfere with the readings. The barrier material, phone to record the decibels and the guitar tuner are 
contained inside the box to limit outside interference with the readings. The phone screen is mirrored 
onto the TV to collect the data.



Procedures

Construct Sound Box–See journal for building instructions

Conduct the experiment

1. Gather all materials and sound box. Turn on the phone to “dB Meter” app to detect the decibels. 
Turn on the guitar tuner to play the first pitch:  A.

2. Place the phone inside the left side of the box and the guitar tuner inside the right side of the 
box.

3. Place both open sides of the box together and clamp shut with C-clamps. Take the reading in 
decibels  from the phone (screen mirrored onto the TV). This is the control test with no barrier.

4. Unclamp the box, change the pitch to G. Clamp the box closed and take the next reading.
5. Unclamp the box, change the pitch to E. Clamp the box closed and take the next reading.
6. Control test is complete.

Guitar Tuner iPhone



Procedures

1. Unclamp the box. Reset pitch to A. Place plywood between the two halves of the box and 
clamp shut. Take the reading.

2. Unclamp the box. Reset the pitch to G. Place plywood between the two halves of the box 
and clamp shut. Take the reading.

3. Unclamp the box. Reset the pitch to E. Place plywood between the two halves of the box 
and clamp shut. Take the reading.

4. Plywood barrier readings are complete.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for each of the variables: Metal, Plywood, Plastic and Cardboard

Control PlasticPlywoodMetal Cardboard



Data Table and Graph

Measurement in Decibels (dB)

Based on Different Pitches

Sound 
Barrier 
Material

A G E Average dB

None 77 dB 76 dB 79 dB 77.33

Wood 39 dB 47 dB 59 dB 48.33

Metal 36 dB 56 dB 48 dB 46.67

Plastic 52 dB 53 dB 50 dB 51.67

Cardboard 56 dB 65 dB 60 dB 60.33



Results and Data

The data says that cardboard lets the most sound through (has the highest decibel 
reading), then plastic, then wood, then metal (has the lowest decibel reading). This 
was consistent between the different pitch readings. I think that the cardboard let the 
most sound through because it has less mass than the other materials. That means 
it is less dense than the other materials so there is less matter for the sound wave to 
travel through. Since sound travels fastest through gases, the cardboard, having less 
mass, would give the sound waves more gas to pass through and less solid material 
than the other solid materials. Metal has a lot more dense matter. This makes it more 
difficult for the sound to travel through to the other side.



Conclusion

What material lets sound through better between metal, wood, plastic and 
cardboard? I hypothesized that cardboard would let sound through better than 
metal, wood, and plastic. The data I collected supported my hypothesis. The 
cardboard let the most sound through. If I did the experiment again, I would 
make sure the room was completely silent before taking each reading. I would 
find an easier way to seal the box closed between each reading and the changing 
of materials. It took a lot of time to clamp and unclamp the box between each 
reading.  I didn’t have any further questions. My experiment answered all of my 
questions about sound waves.
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